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A numerical method was developed to solve for current
distribution on perfectly conducting bodies due to arbi-
trarily impressed fields. The formulation of the
problem
was based on the method of moments in conjunction with the
reaction matching technique. The current distribution
was
assumed to be linear combination of two dimensional
piece-
wise sinusoidal functions. A computer program was
written
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I . INTRODUCTION
The most important step in antenna and scattering pro-
blems is the obtaining, assuming, or approximating of the
current distribution. Once all the electric and magnetic
currents are known, all other electromagnetic quant itites
can be readily calculated from them. To obtain the current
distribution exactly, one has to solve the electromagnetic
boundary value problem. This is possible only for simple
geometries. For most problems, only approximate solutions
are possible. The method of moments presented by Harrington
[1,2] makes it possible to obtain an approximate solution
of the boundary value problem using high speed and large
storage computers.
The thin wire problem was among the first to be exten-
sively investigated. This was logical since current on a
thin wire is a one dimensional quantity. Many methods for
the thin wire problem were developed. They are all based
on the method of moments, but various techniques were
used to achieve simplicity and efficiency. One of the
most efficient methods is the piecewise sinusoidal reaction
matching technique (PSRMT) developed by Richmond [3,4].
The next logical step was to solve problems with two
dimensional current distribution found on surfaces and per-
fectly conducting bodies. One of the first methods tried
was modeling surfaces by a wire grid mesh [5] . The wire
grid model seems to be adequate for calculation of the
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echo area and radiation patterns, but it is questionable
that the current on a surface can be approximated by wire
grid currents. The surface current model is more realistic.
The bases for surface current may be divided into two cate-
gories: the entire domain type and the subdomain type
(current patch model). The entire domain type is charac-
terized by complexity in formulation, but if bases are
properly chosen a small number of basis functions are re-
quired. The current patch model is more adaptable to ar-
bitarily shaped bodies, but the number of patches increases
linearly as the surface area.
In this thesis, the PSRMT was extended for two dimen-
sional current. First, the surface of conducting bodies
are divided into rectangular or almost rectangular patches.
Values of current at vertices of patches are unknowns to
be found. Currents elsewhere are to be determined by inter-
polation with a piecewise sinusoidal function in two di-
mensions. The system of linear equations are formed by
Galerkin's method. Finally, the linear equations are solved
to obtain the values of current at the vertices of patches.
The technique developed in this thesis is a modification





A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A perfectly conducting body, having outer surface S,
surrounded by a linear, homgeneous , isotropic, and infini-
tely extended medium characterized by permeability u and
permittivity e, is excited by the impressed electric and
— i — i — s
magnetic fields (E , H ) . Electric Current J is induced
on S to satisfy the boundary condition. The objective of
this thesis is to find Js .
B. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
Inside a perfectly conducting body the electric field,
magnetic field, electric current and magnetic current va-
nish. On the surface the tangential component of the elec-
tric field, the normal component of the magnetic field, and
the magnetic current vanish, and only electric current can
exist. The proof of these properties can be found in stan-
dard electromagnetic text books [7] . The total field every-



















H - Z= VxE (5)
where k = w /jJF
(E, H) are the total electric and magnetic fields every-
— i • —
s
where, E is the impressed electric field, E is the scat-
tered electrical field due to the scattered current J , A
is the magnetic vector potential, V is the electric scalar
potential, R is the distance from the source point to the
field point, ds is the differential surface area, S is
the surface of the conducting body, and k is the wave num-
ber. The time dependent factor e^ u of the field and source







where n is the unit vector pointing outward and normal
to the surface S . Equations (1) through (6) constitute
the integro-dif ferential equation and boundary conditions
— gfor the problem. The unknown function to be found is J
It can be shown by the uniqueness theorem that the solution of
— s
J obtained from these equations is unique. The exact sol-
ution is possible when the surface S and the impressed field
E can be described in simple forms in some coordinate system.
When the geometry of the conducting body is more complicated,
only a numerical solution is practical.
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C. THE METHOD OF MOMENTS
The method of moments as formulated by Harrington is now
widely used for solving electromagnetic boundary value pro-
blems. The equation to be solved is in the form of an oper-
ator equation:
L(f) = g , (7)
where f is the unknown function to be found, g is a
known function, and L ( • ) is a linear operator. The first
step is to make the approximation:
N
f = I C f , (8)
, n n
n=l
where c are constants and f are known functions,
n n
called basis expansion functions or bases. They must be
linearly independent and satisfy boundary conditions not
already included in (7). By the linearity of L(-) , (7)
becomes
N
E C L(f ) = g . (9)
n=l n n
Now define both a set of testing functions w , which
m
are linearly independent among themselves, and a scalar pro-
duct <w f > . Taking the scalar product of each side of
m, n 3 c
(9) with w , linear equations of N unknowns are obtained,
m ^
The c can be found by solving the system of linear equa-
tions
N
E a c = b m=l,2, . . . M (10)
, mn n m
n=l
14
a = <w L(f )>
mn m, n
b = <w q >
m m, ^
M >_ .. N
One should consider the following facts when applying
the method of moments
:
(1) The bases should be defined such that the approxi-
mation in (8) converges rapidly to the true solution as N
increases.
(2) The testing functions and the scalar product should
be defined such that the term a can be calculated ac-
mn
curately and efficiently.
(3) The resulting linear equations should be well con-
ditioned. That is, a small error in a should not result
mn
in a large error in the solution of c In a well con-^ n
ditioned matrix, the magnitude of the diagonal terms are large
,
and the magnitude of the other terms decrease rapidly as
the "distance" from the diagonal increases.
(4) There is an upper limit to the value of N due to
the finite storage, precision, and computing time of the
computer.
D. APPLICATION OF THE REACTION MATCHING TECHNIQUE
The reaction concept was introduced by Rumsey [8] in
1954. Consider two sources which radiate in a linear, iso-
tropic, and infinitely extended medium. Source "a" consists of
currents (J ,M ) confined within volume V , and source "b" consists
15
of currents (J , M ) confined within volume V . Source
"a" alone in the medium radiates the fields (E ,H ) , and
source "b" alone in the medium radiates the fields (E ,H )
The reaction between sources "a" and "b" is defined as
<a,b > = /// (Ja -Eb - Mb -Hb ) dv . (11)
3.
V
By the reciprocity theorem,
<a,b> = <b,a> (12)
The reaction concept will be used later in this section.
At this point the method of moment will be applied to the
perfectly conducting body problem formulated in IIB. The
boundary condition (and also the operator equation) is
-Is = E 1 inside S . (13)
Since the fields inside S are zero, the conducting
body can be removed and replaced by the medium (;i,e) without
affecting the field anywhere. The entire space is now filled
with the medium (y,£) . The unknown function to be found is
— s
J
, and it is approximated to be
~jS
* \ Cn 5n ' < 14 >n=l
where c are constants and J are known current dis-
n n






in the medium (p,e)
, and equation (15) becomes
16
N
- I c E
S
= E , inside S . (15)
-, n n
n=l
Now define a set of testing sources J , confined
m
within surface S , which are totally contained inside S .
m
Take the dot product of J with both sides of (15) and
integrate over the surface S3 m
N .
H
- I c / J • Es ds = / J • E ds (16)
, n c m n mn— 1 S S
m m
It is necessary that the test sources J are totally2 m J
contained inside S since equation (15) is valid only in
that region. The integration term on the left is recognized
as the reaction between the m— test source and the n
—
expansion source. The right hand side is the reaction be-
tween m— test source and the impressed field. The system




-Sea = b m=l,2, . . .N (17)
n mn m
mn „ J E ds
S m n
m
b = / J1 • E 1 ds
m „ m
m
This is a special case of the reaction matching technique
described by Richmond and Wang [6] . There is no fundamental
difference between the reaction matching technique and the
method of moments. The former has some useful physical inter-
pretations attached to it where the latter is a general
17
mathematical method.
E. SELECTION OF A SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
1. Discussion of Various Techniques
There are many ways to select the basis expansion func-
tions and the testing functions. Basis functions can be di-
vided into two classes, the entire domain type in which in
which each function exists over the whole surface, and the
subdomain type or current patch model which each function
exists only over a portion of the surface. For the entire
domain type, a small number of basis functions can be used
to obtain a good approximation of the current, but the com-
putation involved is difficult. This type of basis is not
readily adaptable to arbitrarily shaped objects, but has the
potential of being the most efficient. The subdomain type
is more suitable for arbitrary shapes. In most cases, bases
are all the same function but displaced in space. For the
testing functions there are two special cases. The testing
function is the same as the expansion function in Galerkin's
technique, while in point matching technique, the testing
function is the impulse function. Galerkin's technique usu-
ally gives a better conditioned matrix and faster rate of
convergence, but the calculation of the matrix elements may
be more difficult. In all techniques, when the number of
basis functions increases beyond a certain limit, the solu-
tion will diverge due to the finite precision of the computer,
18
Typical basis expansion functions are piecewise constant,
piecewise linear, piecewise sinusoidal, and half^-wave cosine.
Tsai, Dudley, and Wilton [9] used piecewise constant bases
and the point matching technique for the magnetic field in-
tegral equation formulated for a conducting rectangular box.
Ramat-Samii and Mittra [10] used the same for an integral
equation of a thin rectangular plate. Richmond and Wang
[6] used half-wave cosine in the direction of current flow
and piecewise constant in the orthogonal direction for bases
and Galerkin's method in conjunction with the reaction match-
ing technique in their work on conducting bodies of arbitrary
shapes [6]
.
2. Two-Dimensional Piecewise Sinusoidal Reaction Matching
Technique.
The piecewise sinusoidal reaction matching technique
(PSRMT) was developed by Richmond [3] for thin-wire antennas
and scatterers.lt can be classified as a Galerkin's technique
in which the bases are of subdomain type and assumed to be
sinusoidal functions. It is one of the most efficient tech-
niques for the thin wire problem. In this thesis, the PSRMT
is extended to two-dimensional currents.
For simplicity the two-dimensional PSRMT will be formu-
lated for a thin rectangular plate first. Consider a per-
fectly conducting thin rectangular plate of negligible thick-
ness excited by an impressed field, E 1 . The surface is
divided into interconnecting rectangular patches as shown in
19
figure 2, the values of current at vertices are assumed to be
unknown constants c,, , c._, c„,, c»„, and the current every-
where in the patch is assumed to be
J(y,z) = c 11g1 (y)h ] (z) + c 12 g 1 (y)h 2 (z)




where g, (y) = sin k (y~-y)




= sin k (y-y^
sin k (Y2~Y1 )
h, (z) = sin k (z_-z)
sin k (z„-z,
)
h„ (z) = sin k (z-z,
)
sin k (z_-z,
When the surface cannot be divided into rectangular patches,
slightly distorted flat rectangular patches are used. The
interpolation functions are the same, but the coordinate
system is distorted as shown in figure 3.
The current is required to be continuous over the whole
surface. For thin plates the current that flows toward the
edges must go to zero at the edges, but the current that flows
parallel to the edges does not have to vanish. The basis
expansion functions J may be one of the three forms shown
in figure 4. The domain of each basis function overlaps with
that of its neighbors. Finally, the current on each patch is
20





FIGURE 2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PIECEWISE SINUSOIDAL INTERPOLATION.
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FIGURE 4. THREE TYPES OF BASIS EXPANSION FUNCTIONS
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x +6h _.







+ 6f(x +3h) + f(x +4h) + 5f(x +5h)
+ f (x +6h)] . (21)
While for the N-point Gaussian-Legendre method the for-
mula is
b N





where x. = (b-a)u. + —~—
1 l 2
The values of w. and u. can be found from references
i l
[11,12]. The Gaussian quadrature formula is the most effi-
cient numerical integration formula in the sense that when
an N-point formula is used, the result is exact if the in-
tegrand is a polynomial of degree 2N-1 or less. Another
feature is that the end points are not used as the sampling
points; this feature is used to the advantage in the cal-
culation of the coupling terms,. For these reasons, the Gauss-
Legendre formula was used in the computer program
Any numerical integration formula should not be used
blindly. The nature of the integrand should be carefully
investigated. When the N-point Gaussian formula is used,
the result is good only when the integrand inside the in-
terval can be well approximated by a polynomial of degree
27
2N-1 or less. For double integration, the numerical inte-
gration formula is applied twice
d b N M
/ Jf(x,y)dx dy = (d-c) (b-a) E a . Z B-f(x. y.),
c a i=l x j=l J 1 ' J
(23)
where a . and 8 • are weighting factors.
B. CALCULATION OF THE COUPLING TERMS
The coupling terms a are the reactions between thec mn
m— test source and the n— expansion source. For the tech-
nique developed in this thesis the test source and the ex-
pansion source may be surface dipoles or quadrapoles. Both
can be broken down as linear combinations of monopoles. Once
the reaction between monopoles is formulated, the result can
be extended to dipoles and quadrapoles. Consider two rect-
angular surface monopoles shown in figure 5. The assumed
current distribution (equation (18) ) can be put in the form:
JA (y,z) = gA (y)hA (z)i z (24a)
J







The reaction between monopoles A and B is
LA *A -A -B
<a,b> = r r J (y,z) 'E (y,z) dy dz , (25)
—
B
where E (y,z) is th electric field generated by mono-
pole B alone in the medium. Consider that monopole B con-













to the z 1 axis. Let E, (y,z,u) be the electric field at
x = , generated by such filamentary monopole at y' = u ,
with current distribution h_,(z')a , .b Z
The E (y,z) can be expressed as
W
E
B (y,z) = /B g^y'jE^y^y'Jdy' . (26)
Substituting in (25) and interchanging the order of in-
tegration gives











h. (z)a^-Ec (y,z,y')dzA Z
dy dy' . (27)
The term in the bracket is regionized as the reaction
between two filamentary monopoles. One is on monopole A,
parallel to the z axis, at the distance y from the origin
of the (x,y,z) coordinate system with current distribution
h a (z)a ; and the other is on monopole B, parallel to the
z' axis, at the distance y 1 from the origin of the
(x 1 ,y' ,z') coordinate system, with current distribution
h_.(z')a
,
. Let F(y,y') represent the term in the
D Z
bracket; then (27) becomes
W
B
WA<a,b> = fa r g (y) g_ (y • ) F (y ,y ' ) dy dy • . (28)A B





B {=1 .Z=1 a i3 j gA





In other words, the reaction between two surface mono-
poles in this case can be obtained from the reaction between
filamentary monopoles. This technique was used by Richmond
and Wang [6]. The current distribution of the filamentary
monopoles in piecewise sinusoidal. The reaction between two
filamentary monopoles with sinusoidal current distribution
will be discussed later. Table 1 shows values of mutual






where I and I, are the total current flowing across
ao bo ^
the lines between monopoles.
For non-rectangualar patches, the same method was used to
find the coupling terms using the distorted coordinate sys-
tem of figure 3. Equation (29) is not valid for non-
rectangular monopoles, but when the monopoles are almost
rectangular, the error is small.
C. CALCULATION OF THE DRIVE TERMS
The drive terms, b , are calculated from equation (17)
m
using a numerical integration method. Since both J and
E are known explicitly, the procedure is straight forward.
In the computer program, the impressed field is a plane
wave traveling toward the origin from the direction ( ij> ,0 )
























FIGURE 6. COUPLED SURFACE DIPOLES
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is one ampere/meter and has zero phase. The polarization is
specified by angle P defined in figure 7. The (x",y",z")
coordinate system results from rotating the original coor-
dinate system about the z axis by the angle <J> then ro-
tating about the new y axis by the angle j - 9 so that
the plane wave travels in the negative x" direction. In







where x" = (xcos 4> + y sin <J> )sin 9 + zcos 9
a = -(cos 4> cos 8 sin P + sin<}>cosP) a
Hi X
-(sin <J) cos 8 sin P - cos<J>cosP) a
+ sin 9 sin P a
z
34
FIGURE 7. SPECIFICATION OF A PLANE WAVE.
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IV. CALCULATION OF MUTUAL IMPEDANCE BETWEEN TWO
FILAMENTARY DIPOLES WITH PIECEWISE SINUSOIDAL
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
The closed form formulas for mutual impedance between
two filamentary dipoles with piecewise sinusoidal current
distribution was published by King [13] and by Richmond and
Geary [14,15]. When dipoles are far apart, the mutual im-
pedance can be obtained efficiently by numerical integration.
For closely coupled dipoles, a straight forward numerical
integration cannot be used because of the singularity of the
integrand. One way to overcome this problem is by removing
the singularities. This method, suggested to the author by
J.H. Richmond in personal communication is to be described
here.
The mutual impedance between two dipoles can be obtained
from the reaction between four pairs of monopoles. The re-
lative position of two monopoles are defined in figure 8.
(This arrangement is due to Richmond [4].) The length of
each monopole must not exceed one quarter wavelength. Current
distributions in monopole "a" and "b" are assumed to be:
I, sink(z--z) + I_ sink(z-z-) a
i
a
(z) = -i 1 ? 2_ z (31)
sink (z_-z.
)
_H I, sink(z'-z') + I- sink(z'-z') a ,
I (z') = — - — z . (32)
sink (z ' -z ' )




FIGURE 8. ARRANGEMENT OF TWO ARBITRARILY ORIENTED MONOPOLES
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z'
<a,b> = / 2 Ea (z') •Ib (z , )dz' (33)
where E (z') is the electric field due to monopole "a"
alone in the medium. The exact field of an electric line













E = - £ p _






, rr ^ t-P c°s6 + jS ] e"^ kRn
p ]4TTuepsink (z ' -z ' ) _ L n n J n





" J 2 cosk(z 2 -z 1 )
S, = I, sink (z_-z.
)
S_ = -I_ sink(z»-z,)
R and 9 are defined in figure 9.
n n ^
I (z 1 ) in (32) can be put in the form
-b QsinMz'-z ) _ ,
I (z 1 ) = — a , '
*""'
sink (zl-z,' )
where Q and Z are constants. Substituting in (33)
m
gives z' 2
<a,b> - K/ E
z| n=l
2 2 2 — ikR(D cosil; P + sin \b P z z'+jS sin tliz'R ) e J n sink(z'-z )dzr n r n n J n Y n
_
m





FIGURE 9. ELECTRIC FIELD OF MONOPOLE "a"
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r~ 2 2
where R = /(z'-a ) + b
n n n
a = Z cos ty
n n
b = A2 sin 2 4> + D2
n n
QK = j4^sink(z -z, ) sink (z ' -z ' ) /-






<a,b > = K r Z
=1 pne




For coplanar elements D is zero and (36) becomes
Z
2 I (Pn Zn + jSn Rn ) e~ jkRn sink(z'-zm ) dz
'
<a,b >= K I A I
z' n=l ^Z'
(38)
When the minimum separation distance between the monopoles
is greater than 0.05^, the mutual impedance can be effi-
ciently calculated by numerical integration. To use numer-
ical integration at close range, one has to employ special
technique. One of the techniques that can be used is the
singularity extraction method which involves removing the
singularity from the integrand and adding their contribution
back later in closed form. From numerical experiment, it was
found that only the real part of integrand (or the imaginary
40
part of the mutual impedance) needs singularity extraction
treatment. The formula with singularities extracted for
the parallel case is
-, i
-jkR
2 z e n
, T. „ _, r r 2 sink(z'-z ) -sink (a -z )<a,b> = K Z Pn [/ m n m dz
n=l
+ sink (a -z )ln(R +z ' -a )






For coplanar case, the formula is
2 r z







) e -' n sink (z ' -z )m
1



















where H„ = (P Z coskc + S c sink c )sink(-z )On n n n n n n m
H, = (P Z sinkc - S„ cos k c ) cos k zIn n n n n n m
C
n
and C = V a + bn v n n









n n n n
2 2
(z* +d )R
G_ + G, z + G„ z R






'On Im T + G, Re T + G„ ln(R + z ' -a )
-$— n In n 2n n n (41)




G = d Im U
on n
G, = Re U
In n
U = (P (Z +jdcosi^) coskc'
n n n n
+ S c' sinkc') sink(-jd-z )
n n n J m
G
zn
D r Pn(Z + id cos \b ) sinkc 1
= Re [ n J r n
c'
n
- S cosk c'] cosk(-jd-z )
n n J m






n J n 1
c' = Z + jDcot ^
n n J
The principle value of the logarithm of complex number
is to be used when T is computed. Equation (41) fails
when monopoles are parallel. A computer program was written
based on equations (39) and (41)
.
Results obtained from the singularity extraction method
are compared against those obtained from closed form method
and the ordinary numerical integration method in table 2
.
When the four-point Gaussian quadrature formula is used, the
singularity extraction method is at least four times faster
than that of the closed form method, while the results agree




FIGURE 10. DIPOLE CONFIGURATION FOR TABLE 2.
Both dipoles are symmetrically driven. The
assumed current is piecewise sinusoidal.
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TABLE 2. MUTUAL IMPEDANCE BETWEEN DIPOLES IN FIGURE 10 BY
THREE METHODS.
mutual impedance in ohms
\\i , degrees method 1
.
method 2 method 3
0.0 8.334
-J588.628 8.334 -J586.503 8.334-j.395.4
15.0 8.050
-J193.682 8.050 -J193.700 8.050+j 45.4
30.0 7.217
-J106.510 7.217 -J106.505 7.217+j 83.2
45.0 5.893
-J62.859 5.892 -j 62.859 8.893+j 70.9
60.0 4.166
-J35.769 4.167 -j 35.553 4.167+j 49.3
75.0 2.157
-J16.309 2.156 -J16.189 2.157+j 25.1
90.0 0.000 +j 0.002 0.000 + j 0.000 0.000+j 0.001
..._
method 1: Closed form method programmed by Richmond [A] .
method 2: Numerical integration method with singularities
extracted, four point Gaussian quadrature for-
mula.




A computer program was written to solve for surface cur-
rent distribution induced on conducting bodies of arbitrary
shapes due to an incident plane wave. The surface of the
conducting body is defined by interconnecting rectangular or
near-reactangular patches. Two directions of current were
assumed for each patch. The magnetic field intensity of the
plane wave at the origin was one ampere/meter and zero phase.
All elements of the matrix were calculated.
A. A RECTANGULAR PLATE
The conducting body is a rectangular plate of negligible
thickness shown in figure 11. The plate was divided into 32
square patches. The results are shown in figure 12 and table
3. In this problem both J and J have singularities at
the edges, but they are approximated by finite current when








FIGURE 11. DESCRIPTION OF RECTANGULAR PLATE PROBLEM,
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TABLE 3. CURRENT ON RECTANGULAR PLATE OF FIUGRE 11,
J (y,z)
| , amp/meter
0.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.125 7.55 3.45 4.43 3.29 2.82 3.29 4.43 3.45 7.55





-0.125 7.55 3.45 4.43 3.29 2.82 3.29 4.43 3.45 7.55
0.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
z + y" -0.5 -0.375
-0.25
...





I J ( y ,z)| , amp/meter




0.125 0.0 1.95 0.44 1.78 0.0 1.78 0.44 1.95 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-0.125 0.0 1.45 0.44 1.78 0.0 1.78 0.44 1.95 0.0






-0.125 0.0 0.125 0.25 0.375 0.5
L
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FIGURE 12. THE ISOMETRIC PLOT OF CURRENT ON THE RECTANGULAR

















B. SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM
The conducting body is a square plate shown in figure 13.
In part one, the plane wave comes from the direction <\> =0
and = 90 degrees; in part two, from <j> =45 , 6 = 90 degrees;







FIGURE 13. DESCRIPTION OF SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM,
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Table 4. CURRENT ON SQUARE PLATE OF FIGURE 13 FOR BROAD-
SIDE INCIDENCE.
a. | J ( ,z)
J
, amp/meter
0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.375 1.73 1.14 1.41 1.38 1.61 1.38 . 1.41 1.14 1.73
0.25 4.23 1.33 1.81 1.77 1.95 1.77 1.81 1.33 4.23
0.125 6.53 1.75 2.42 2.29 2.52 2.29 2.42 1.75 6.53
0.0 7.44 2.04 2.70 2.44 2.74 2.44 2.70 2.04 7.44
-0.125 6.53 1.75 2.42 2.29 2.52 2.29 2.42 1.75 6.53
0.25 4.23 1.33 1.81 1.77 1.95 1.77 1.81 1.33 4.23
-0.375 1.73 1.14 1.41 1.38 1.61 1.38 1.41 1.14 1.73
0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0













0.5 0.0 0.32 0.64 0.37 0.0 0.37 0.64 0.32 0.0
0.375 0.0 0.16 0.30 0.17 0.0 0.17 0.30 0.16 0.0
0.25 0.0 0.08 0.14 0.10 0.0 0.10 0.14 0.08 0.0
0.125 0.0 0.11 0.06 0.13 0.0 0.13 0.06 0.11 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-0.125 0.0 0.11 0.06 0.13 0.0 0.13 0.06 0.11 0.0
-0.25 0.0 0.08 0.14 0.10 0.0 0.10 0.14 0.08 0.0
-0.375 0.0 0.17 0.30 0.17 0.0 0.17 0.30 0.17 0.0
-0.5 0.0 0.32 0.64 0.37 0.0 0.37 0.64 0.32 0.0






Figure 14. THE ISOMETRIC PLOT OF CURRENT ON THE SQUARE













<f =45 , 6 =90 degrees
(a) |j (y, z)| , J = 8.52 amp/meter
(b) I .J> (y,z)
| ,
J = 4.72 amp/meter
1 y * < max tr'
14.3 <j)=0 ,6 =45 degrees
(a) |J (y,z)| , J = 10.82 amp/meter
Z Ulu.X
(b) I J (y,z)| , J = 3.86 amp/meter
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FIGURE 15. CURRENTS ON SQUARE PLATE FOR BROADSIDE
INCIDENCE COMPARED WITH THOSE CALCULATED
BY RAMAT-SAMII AND MITTRA [10] (solid curve)
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C. HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL TUBE
The conducting body is a hollow cylindrical tube of
finite length and octagonal cross section shown in figure 16
The results compared with the theoretical and experimental
results obtained by Kao [18] for a hollow cylindrical tube
with circular cross section is not in complete agreement.
Differences shown may be due to the approximation of a




FIGURE 16. DESCRIPTION OF HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL TUBE PROBLEM,
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FIGURE 17. THE ISOMETRIC PLOT OF CURRENT ON HOLLOW






















FIUGRE 18. CURRENTS ON HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL TUBE COMPARED
WITH THOSE CALCUALTED BY KAO [18] FOR THE
SAME GEOMETRY BUT WITH CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION,
(Kao-solid curve)
.
(a) | J | at z=0
(b)
|
J. | at z = 0.18A
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D. L-SHAPED HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL TUBE
The conducting body is an L-shaped hollow cylindrical
tube with octagonal cross section shown in figure 19. The
plane wave comes from the direction * = and 8 = 90 de-
grees. In this problem, non-rectangular patches were used
at the corners. The current distribution were plotted as





a = o.i5 >
j_










FIGURE 19. DESCRIPTION OF L-SHAPED HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL TUBE,
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FIGURE 20. THE ISOMETRIC PLOT OF CURRENT ON L-SHAPED
HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL TUBE OF FIGURE 19,
(a) axial component, J
max
=3.08 amp/meter












A method to calculate current induced on perfectly con-
ducting bodies of arbitrary shape due to impressed fields
was presented in this thesis. The approach was based math-
ematically on the method of moments and physically on the
reaction matching technique. The bases chosen were two
dimensional piecewise sinusoidal functions, so that the
actual current can be closely approximated. Galerkin's
method was used to form the linear equations to assure that
the matrix to be inverted would be well conditioned. The
simplicity of point matching and constant current patches
was sacrificed for the advantage of the PSRMT method, namely
rapid convergence, and useable results with relatively large
sized patches. Preliminary results indicated that this me-
thod gives useful answers with the patches as large as 0.25 X
by 0.25 X in dimension.
The solution time is essentially the time required to
compute the coupling terms. Since the coupling terms were
derived from the mutual impedance between piecewise sinusoidal
line sources, it is very important to have a rapid mutual
impedance subprogram. Formulas to calculate the mutual im-
pedance by numerical integration with singularities extracted
were presented. This method is at least four times faster
than the closed form method, and the results agree well with
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the closed form solution for the minimum separation of 0.001A
or greater. The time required to do the problem could be
reduced greatly if symmetries were used. Symmetry consi-
derations were discussed by Knorr [19] . In a practical pro-
gram, reflection, translation and rotation symmetries should
be used. No such feature was incorporated in the program
written for this thesis.
From the solutions of problems solved in this thesis, it
is clear that two directions of current are needed to approx-
imate the current accurately, unless the quantities of in-
terest are in the far field region, such as for a scattering
cross section calculation.
The potential usefulness of this method as demonstrated
warrants further investigation into its application as an
engineering tool for solution of aircraft, vehicle, and ship
problems.
A general purpose computer program for electromagnetic
problems with two dimensional current distribution should
have the following features:
(1) The surface can be arbitarily specified by the
user, and a geometry generation subprogram is included so
that finer division of the surface can be done automatically.
(2) Plane of symmetry, axis of symmetry (for rotational
symmetry) , and line of symmetry (for translational symmetry)
can be specified by the user; and symmetrical features are
75
used in the program to reduce the size of the matrix.
(3) The impressed fields and/or sources can be arbi-
trarily specified.
(4) The outputs consist of the current distribution,
echo areas, near fields, etc.
Further theoretical investigations are needed in the
following areas:
(1) A method of interfacing triangular patches with
rectangular patches.
(2) A method of introducing local field excitation by
a source attached to the surface.
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